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CONFERENCE SUMMARY

Unlocking Africa’s potential for
participatory governance
The Pan African Social Accountability Learning Lab was

The conference theme: ‘How does context affect social

held in Manzini, Swaziland between the 17th and 21st

accountability outcomes?’ responds to current trends

October 2016. The Learning Lab

in the need to ensure that social accountability

social

accountability

was attended by

practitioners,

researchers,

initiatives are context responsive, and designed to

activists, academics, service providers, and donors

ensure that organisations are context sensitive in the

from over 15 countries from within and outside Africa

work that they do. Furthermore, the theme aimed to

to collectively discuss the way in which social

provide a space for participants to interrogate the

accountability is practiced in different contexts, and to

specific contextual elements which constrain and

learn about the challenges and successes of social

enable them to achieve their social accountability

accountability across the African region. The event,

outcomes. There is acknowledgement that in order to

which was held in Manzini, Swaziland, was co-

undertaken social accountability initiatives it is

organised by World Vision (WV) and the Public Service

important to understand both the macro and micro

Accountability Monitor (PSAM).
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factors which will impact on the outcomes of those

within the complex political-social context. The unique

initiatives.

Swaziland socio-economic and political landscape

Various tools are available to assist in unpacking those

allowed participants the opportunity to reflect on their

factors at both the macro and micro levels, such as

own contexts and to compare the way in which social

political economy analysis at the macro level and

accountability is not only implemented in the Swaziland

randomized controlled trials at the micro levels.

context, but also how it is understood in the context.

The challenge, however, is that very often these

Swaziland seems to be a country of vast contradictions.

cannot be generalized beyond a specific context. As

It is a nation of strong ties to tradition and a

such, it becomes difficult to share concrete,

nationalistic identity, but is also strongly influenced by

transferable lessons about what works in one context

Western modern trends, “rural homesteads of stray

and why, with the aim of replicating the results. The

huts next to shopping malls, or loincloth and axes next

conference aimed to provide a space for delegates to

to suits. Swaziland is formed of one tribe and thereby

unpack some of the complexities about context and to

not divided between different tribes. A sovereign and

examine the elements of social accountability which

conservative monarch controls the country, but civil

are transferable across context, and those which are

society groups and especially the labour unions are

truly context specific.

active in a battle for democracy” (Pejstrup 2011).
It was this dichotomy between modern democracy and
traditional monarchy that provided delegates with
the opportunity to reflect on their own practices and
the importance on context in understanding and
implementing social accountability.
As delegates came face to face with social
accountability

projects

being

implemented

in

Swaziland through the field visits, they were able to
reflect on the similarities and differences of the
Above: A sign welcoming the PASA delegates at one of the many site visits
during the Learning Lab conference.

challenges in this context with those in their own
contexts, with the aim being that they

The decision to hold the conference in Manzini,

interrogate whether there are any avenues for better

Swaziland was based on the acceptance by World

understanding their contexts and what could work in

Vision Swaziland to host the conference. World Vision

different communities.

Swaziland was a late adopter of social accountability

What

emerged

and had only recently introduced World Vision’s

acknowledgement that not only does context matter

approach to social accountability (the use of

and will impact on the implementation and outcomes of

Community Score Cards through their Citizen Voice &

social accountability initiatives, but that context will also

Action project) to the country. Over and above this,

determine the way in which practitioners think about

the theme of the event lent itself to the unique

the very concept of social accountability itself. The

Swaziland context as many delegates questioned the

varied

relationship between civil society, government and

accountability by delegates of the conference illustrated

international organisations in social accountability

that depending on their context and the constrains

and

from

diverse

the

conference

understandings

was

of

an

social
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under which they worked meant that they were able
to practice social accountability in particular ways
which may have been different is another context.
This, among many others, were some of the lessons
learnt at the Learning Lab.
This edition of the newsletter includes reflections by
PSAM staff who attended the Learning Lab and their
insights into the importance of context.

References:

Above: Moses Ngulube, left, (World Vision Regional Social Accountability &

Pejstrup, S.C.L. 2011. Swaziland in Transition. The
Interdisciplinary Journal of International Studies, Vol 7 (1):
15-26.

Learning Coordinator, Southern Africa Regional Office) and Jay Kruuse (PSAM
director engage during the PASA Learning Lab conference.

OPIN ION PIECE

Attending

the

Swaziland

Pan

African

Social

for citizens? The Subaltern studies intellectual Partha

Accountability Learning Lab was interesting for me in

Chatterjee (2004) suggests that there is a fundamental

that I was coming in with preconceived conceptions

difference between a citizenship and a population – that

and ideas of what social accountability was, what it

a citizen has access to human dignity, is counted, has a

looked like, what the conditions are that ought to exist

relationship with the government, and is involved in

in a country for social accountability to be there, and

matters of the state, and on being governed – then a

whether, as had been suggested before, that social

population is docile, is submissive, oppressed, and

accountability can exist in South Africa,

doesn’t have access to this human dignity. The Ugandan

Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Swaziland or even in North

intellectual Mahmood Mamdani (1996) similarly offers

Korea. Simply put, do the socio economic and political

distinctions between Citizens (“humans” – demand

structures that exist in a country have any material

social accountability and service delivery) and Subjects

consequences in social accountability work? And if

(“Oppressed” – marginalized, dispossessed). One is

they do, what kind and what does it mean for the

compelled to extend Chatterjee and Mamdani’s

struggle for service delivery and for the struggle of

argument to suggest that the progressive realization of

ensuring the progressive realization of human rights

citizen’s human rights, is the vehicle through which
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citizens move from being a mere population – passive

workers such as the EU Ambassador to Swaziland,

receivers of services – to a critical citizenry that has the

health workers such as district matrons and nurses,

capacity to hold the state, government or community

teachers, officials from the Ministry of Education, and

members accountable.

other government representatives. While this was
greatly helpful in assisting us to understand social
accountability from the supply side regarding what they
considered to be successes, challenges and areas of
improvement for social accountability work in
Swaziland, this was also limiting as it robbed us of the
counter-narrative of hearing from the demand side
whether some of the experiences as detailed by the
supply are indeed reflected on the ground, and
whether CSOs are able to influence and play an active
role in improving service delivery and improving the

Above: PASA delegates are shown some of the improvements at a local school

quality of life for citizens. This is not only for the

during one of the Learning Lab site visits

framing of social accountability in Swaziland from the
supply side2, but also to question the relationship CSOs

One of the key tensions that confronted me was

have with the government, and community members.

whether social accountability could exist in an ever

The questions from delegates from outside of

shrinking democratic space, and if it could, what does it

Swaziland about the struggles for access to public

look like? These questions and others, made me look

documents and information, were left to World Vision

forward to the learning lab in general and the Swaziland

Swaziland to act as a mediator in responding to them

civil societies in particular on sharing their experiences

on behalf of CSOs in the country.

on social accountability work, their successes and some
of the limitations they may have encountered. This also

The justification of the absence of CSOs in the country

included wanting to interrogate the lessons that could

was that there is a Swati-orientated system, the

be learned for other countries, organisations, and those

Tinkhundla political system, that deals with social

working in similar sectors and environments.

accountability and all its demands, including public

One of the few things that stood out for me was the

consultations, collective decision making, community

absence of a diversity of civil society organisations from

involvement in public resource management, while

Swaziland during the learning lab1. The only civil society

infusing the traditional authorities to mediate the

organisation that was there from Swaziland, was the

process. Tinkhundla, meaning the traditional council

co-host, World Vision, and its country representatives

system, was instituted in 1978 by the then Swazi King

from different international offices. The Swaziland

Sobhuza II (Magongo, 2009; Sihlongonyane, 2003).

context was largely represented by government
1

Although I do acknowledge that CSOs were largely represented,
however they were mostly from across the continent and not working in
Swaziland. These CSOs came from Zimbabwe, South Africa, Zambia,
Tanzania, The DRC and other African countries (PSASA, 2016).

2

That is, conceptualizing what the government think social accountability
means in the Swaziland context, and how it has worked, this has only
allowed a singular hegemonic narrative to go unchallenged, uncontested
which meant this was how social accountability had to be understood in
Swaziland as there was no counter-narrative/argument to either confirm,
disagree or expand for us.
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Section 79 of the Swaziland Constitution of 1995,

different pressing demands that each community may

recognizes the Tinkhundla system as a democratic

face. One may suggest that the tinkhundla system may

and participatory system that is underpinned by the

represent social accountability in the Swaziland context

devolution of state power from the central

in that it infuses the role of the government

government3 to the Tinkhundla, community level

and communitarian engagements all underpinned by

(Constitution, 2005: s79). The different tinkhundlas

the Swati traditions as a system of government. This

(traditional councils) are meant to provide a link

means that conversations around social accountability

between the communities and government as well as

and civic engagement in the Swaziland context, are

promoting development and national responsiveness

conducted within the tinkhundla traditional systems,

to the needs of different local communities. Section 80

which tend to restrict what could be said, who can say

of the Constitution of Swaziland provides the

it, and under which conditions it could be said. This was

legislative purpose behind the creation of the

particularly seen in how one of the participants at the

Tinkhundla system for the Kingdom:

learning lab reminded us that in the Swaziland context,

(1) For purposes of political organisation and
popular representation of the people in Parliament,
Swaziland is divided into several areas called
tinkhundla. (2) An inkhundla − (a) is established by
the King on the recommendation of the Elections
and Boundaries Commission; (b) consists of one or
more chiefdoms which act as nomination areas for
the elected members of the House (the primary
level elections); (c) is, among other things, also used
as a constituency for the election of the elected
members of the House (the secondary level
elections).

social accountability has had to be reimagined to cater
to the Swati context. For instance, within the tinkhundla
system, words like “demand”, “accountability”, “justify”
and others are not employed. They are foreign. This
language is regarded as insensitive to the tinkhundla
traditional structures and does not fit well with the Swati
expected norms and cultural beliefs.

The tinkhundlas are led by the Bucopho (tinkundla
committees), which consists of persons elected from
the chiefdoms or polling divisions within an inkhundla
(what could be considered traditional constituencies).
This traditional devolution of the Swati Kingdom is
important to ensure that power is decentralized from
the central government to the local communities, and
their chiefs (who now have a say on how they choose
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to govern and manage their local communities). This

Thus, for our lessons, questions around what

traditional devolution ensures that local community

constitutes social accountability and what it means for

members have an opportunity to theoretically begin

adjusting it to context requires further interrogation. Is

conversations around public resource management

it possible, to think through social accountability with

and how those public resources are utilized as per the

certain key characteristics in mind that constitutes the

This reflection does recognise the deeply contested assumptions that
come with suggesting that an absolute kingdom does have a legitimate
government. This reflection notes these debates, but for the purposes

of this reflection, will not critically consider these arguments at this point
(for instance, please see Hlatshwayo’s Africa Check report, 2014, or the
AFP report at the Mail & Guardian, 2013
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“core”, the non-negotiables of social accountability? in an absolute monarchic kingdom, or is that irrelevant?
(Mukorombindo, personal communication, 2016).
When fitting social accountability to context, what
remains (the “core”), what is flexible and adaptable?
Is that even the appropriate way of thinking through
social accountability? Or is it perhaps time for social
accountability practitioners to move beyond the postSeptember 11 world of “key characteristics” and
“non-negotiables” to an ever more fluid, dynamic and
flexible understandings of social accountability which
are ever changing and fit to different contexts and at
different

times,

such

as

the

Swaziland

re-

interpretation of social accountability, one that is
underpinned by the tinkhundla traditional system of
governance? The question remains: what is the
relationship between social accountability and

Above: Maria Khumalo, Ngwazini Citizen Voice and Action (CVA) committee
member speaks to PASA delegates about the work of CVA in her community.

context, and how should the two be balanced to still
be consistent with accountability in this relationship?

The Swaziland context no doubt offers us new and
interesting insights in how social accountability has
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Chatterjee, P., 2004. The politics of the governed: reflections
on popular politics in most of the world. Columbia University
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been negotiated to fit the Swati nation and its
traditional beliefs. The Swaziland context is interesting
as it forces us to continuously be self-reflexive and ask
questions around social accountability, what it means
conceptually, and perhaps more practically, what it
looks like. And whether, perhaps more provocatively
for ourselves going forward after the learning lab, can a
conversation around social accountability even be held

By Mlamuli Hlatshwayo
RLP Training Coordinator
PSAM
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The Swaziland Constitution (Act of 2005) describes

Constitution stipulates that active participation of all

Swaziland as a democratic kingdom; suggesting that it

citizens at all levels in their own governance is

is a monarchy with constitutional provisions. This

encouraged,

further implies that citizen participation in Swaziland

empowerment (Section 58:1). Observations and

should

and

interactions with the local delegates and residents left

monarchically. Swazi citizens have a constitutional

me with two perspectives of active participation in their

right to freedom of expression and opinion (Section

context. Firstly, it seems that participation by citizens

24:1). They further have a right to freedom of

occurred solely to achieve project outcomes. Secondly,

association with other citizens to promote or protect

I call it an unengaging participation process influenced

the interests of such citizens (Section 25: 1); a right

by the socialization of the people of Swaziland (and

democratically understood differently in the South

Africa at large), and how they conduct themselves in

African context as freedom of association to social

relation to Swazi royalty. This space of participation

groups such as political parties, religion and others.

prohibits the youth from critically engaging with adults;

The experience, however, as a delegate of the Pan

suppressing the voice of those who disagree with the

African Social Accountability (PASA) Learning Lab held

views of adults. What I saw as a delegate was that

in Manzini, Swaziland, has shown me that the rights to

active youth participation can imply that youth

freedom of expression and opinion, and association

physically run project errands under the directives of

are accepted when they do not infringe and criticize

adults. It could further suggest that youth participation

power holders; otherwise I got the strong sense that

must occur in a morally acceptable manner that will not

there were consequences when these rights are

embarrass the adults in the community and the country

negatively exercised.

at large. For instance, one would imagine that youth

The PASA Learning Lab was dominated by citizens

who criticize the King’s conduct in relation to

outside the youth bracket, resulting in conference

governance can be viewed as disrespectful. During the

delegates questioning the absence of youth in the

conference, the only youth to formally present on the

conference, and projects sites visited. While there

conference programme were high school learners

were assertions from the Swazi delegates that their

whose views were still synthesised to ensure that they

youth actively participate in their development

do not embarrass their country to visitors. I would

projects, there seemed to be a lack of overwhelming

argue that their participation was not a meaningful

evidence to support this. Similarly, the Swazi

one, because it was a skewed reflection of reality where

be

understood

democratically

because

it

contributes

to citizen
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scholars from well-resourced schools prepared
statements to maintain a good image of the
‘democratic’ kingdom of Swaziland.
The Swaziland context taught me that citizen
participation should not be expected from all
members of society. It further suggests that when
societal members are morally unequal, active

What they had to say
about PASA
Some of the delegates invited by PSAM to PASA
were asked ‘what is the one lesson you’ll take
back with you from the Learning Lab’. Here are
some of their responses:

participation is possible only with adults driving the
participation process and delegating the youth to do
the ground work in a respectful manner; and ensuring
that there are consequences for non-participation (i.e.
citizen accountability). Democratic countries such as
South

Africa

promote

citizen

participation

constitutionally providing citizens with many rights.
Consequently,

South

African

citizens,

during

development projects, are less likely to participate
without an incentive; making it difficult to hold them
accountable for not contributing to their social
change.

“I think the biggest lesson that I can take away is
the importance of these kinds of spaces for
practitioners and also people working in the
academic and theoretic side of social
accountability. It’s where we challenge each
other, push each other, advise each other,
exchange ideas, interact, network, encourage
each other, motivate each other and see what
else is happening.”
“I personally had great expectations for
Swaziland, considering the political systems that
are within Swaziland, but I’ve learnt that
sometimes we cannot prescribe the way that we
do social accountability in Zimbabwe to the
people of Swaziland, because it’s a completely
different context.”

“Social accountability is never a universal thing,
it is different and because of context people
Above: PASA delegates during the site visit at Lomagengane.

find their own strategies to navigate and get
through. The bottom line is to ensure that
government or the service providers are really

By Lungile Penxa
MAP Local Government Researcher
PSAM

accountable. “
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“Are we learning what we need to learn?”
It’s the end of the second day of the Pan African Social

these social accountability practitioners learn and how

Accountability conference, held in Manzini, Swaziland.

it’s helping them reach the ultimate goal of improving

I’m in my room thinking about the sessions we’ve had

quality of life, for ourselves, our beneficiaries,

so far, the site visits to the valleys of Swaziland, the

benefactors, partners and others.

people I met, conversed with, and those that

I was left with more questions than answers, and was

welcomed us with warm smiles to their homeland. I

asking myself: as social accountability practitioners are

thought about the late evening cocktail session on

we learning what we are supposed to learn? How

learning that followed the long day of site visits. The

significant is what we are learning to our end goal? Can

day was perfectly synchronized for reflecting, for

we link our learning to our ultimate goal? What does it

seeing, and learning about what we weren’t seeing:

look like? Do we even see it or are we so wrapped up in

such as the quality of life promoted by our

issues that we can’t think beyond them? Are we

interventions and the impact of our programs in the

visionaries or do we fall amongst those who believe

communities in which we work. I was humbled,

that it’s all a never ending game, you only need to run

touched and elevated by the whole experience. The

your mile? If so, then what are we advocating for? Are

learning session in the evening was the culmination of

we saying that those who come after us need to figure

an eventful day.

it out as they go, as it is with us? Are we then saying

When the session ended, however, I was left with a

that’s our gift to them, the world we will leave behind

slight sense of dissatisfaction. Was that all? Perhaps it

for those coming after us is that of chaos, confusion,

was the lack of energy in the room, the delegates were

harsh truths, exhausted energies and resigned shrugs?

exhausted from site visits, hungry and seemed to half-

As social accountability practitioners, as people, is this

heartedly engage with the issues being raised. Then

the pinnacle of our existence on this earth? These

again, the session was meant to be informal and non-

initiatives, conferences, travels and cocktail drinks, are

obligatory. The turnout was amazing, although perhaps

these the best representations of ourselves, is this what

that had something to do with the free dinner! Perhaps

quality of life looks like? Would we say to people that

it was the content of the discussions or perhaps it was

we have found it, that they should aim to become like

my own high expectations, but being someone who has

us? Or would we say that we are also still learning to

attended a few learning workshops, I felt there was an

better ourselves in how we do our work and improve

element of repetition to the discussions: people talking

our quality of life? If so, then what do we foresee

about how they learn in their context and sharing their

ourselves evolving to? What does a world with equality

lessons through conferences and workshops. I’ve

and quality service delivery look like in your context?

heard those very same words more than I care to

Again, the question about what we are learning nags

remember.

me: are we learning what we need to learn? Have we

What I would have liked to hear, however, is what

thought about what we would like to learn, instead of
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analyzing how we learn, or even what we learn?

By allowing myself time to think about the experiences

I would like to sit down with the practitioners in the

of the event, my learning had gone beyond the

social accountability sector and ask, “Tell me about

conference room. I was inspired and these are my final

your version of quality of life and what would you need

recommendations.

to learn to achieve that?” Because after all has been
said

and done, with

the impacts

of social

transformation at their fruition, life continues. When
are we going to start learning about that, analyzing
that and the individuals that will be produced by this
process? The world is changing and if we don’t lead it
with our own vision, we will find ourselves being pulled
under the shackles of those with visions that are
different to our own. We need to start building the
trust we talk about with our partners, be authentic and
open to vulnerability. Unfortunately, vulnerability is
unavoidable when you want to learn, because when
your walls are up, nothing gets through. One of the

Let us paint a way forward and not dance in one spot.

comments I liked during the conference was related to

Let us envision and build the utopia we dream about

sustainability, with participants asking what were we

today. Let us build the world we fight for, the perfect

looking to sustain?

social accountability system governed by healthy, wise,

So, is what we are learning today equipping us with the

compassionate and value-laden citizens. Let tomorrow

qualities, skills and values required for us to be the

be the day we achieve our goal and see our vision

pioneers of sustainable social change? Are we

become a reality. Sure, it is useful to talk about lessons

exemplary of the type of quality existence we demand

learnt, but let’s not lose sight of why we are learning to

of the world? We could tackle the question better once

begin with, so that we can evolve for the better, and

there is a collective understanding and consensus of

not only become effective in our work, but be better

the ultimate goal. A clear understanding of the vision

humans too. Since evolution happens whether we want

can serve as a yardstick for one’s own growth and

it or not, learning can, at least, assist us in influencing

learning. Practitioners would be better focused, be

the direction the evolution takes. I remind you again

able to filter information better, with precise key

that this world is forever changing. How do we aim to

indicators, leading to better analysis, application and

process the changes? Let’s take the world into our

definitely better results. This is not an individual task.

hands, use the opportunities provided, learn of/from

The social accountability sectoral culture needs to be

them and build the utopia we desire. We are more than

conducive for in-depth learning and the environment

capable.

needs to be supportive of such learning.
As I was sitting in my room writing, I felt my
consciousness expanding, I felt a surge of inspiration.

By Lindelwa Nxele
AIP Programme Officer
PSAM
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The Learning Lab, held in Manzini, Swaziland, was co-

consists of traditional structures, governed by a

organised by World Vision (WV) and the Public Service

monarchy. As a result, the Learning Lab then reflected on

Accountability Monitor (PSAM). The purpose of the event

answering another vital question – “How does context

was to learn from the various uses of Social Accountability

affect social accountability practices and outcomes?”

Monitoring tools being applied in a number of different

There are no easy answers to these burning questions,

contexts in Sub-Saharan Africa. The aim of bringing

which is further complicated by the different perspectives

different stakeholders across different contexts was to

and approaches to social accountability as well as the

deepen the learning and understanding of social

different contexts in which delegates are working. For

accountability to improve strategies and interventions to

WV, they base their approach to social accountability on

better achieve service delivery outcomes.

the UNDP’s definition5 which highlights engagement with

An important take away from PASA was the spirited

public officials on service delivery as social accountability.

debates amongst delegates following field visits to sites

Prominent social accountability theorist John Ackerman

where WV have been applying Community Score Cards as

defines social accountability as “an approach towards

social accountability interventions to improve various

building accountability that relies on civic engagement,

services through their Citizen Voice and Action (CVA)

i.e. in which it is ordinary citizens and/or civil society

Programme. According to WV, their CVA programme

organizations who participate directly or indirectly in

empowers communities with a simple set of participatory

exacting accountability.”6

tools to monitor local public facilities and compare reality

For others, social accountability entails more than just

against government commitments.

engagement with public officials, it is more than the

Post field visit discussions debated the extent to which

evaluation of the behaviour of public servants after the

simple tools of participation and engagement via

completed facts or results. The PSAM approach to social

community gathering could truly be defined as social

accountability is designed around a specific kind of

accountability? This therefore raised another set of key

engagement between citizens and the state, the kind in

questions - What is social accountability? Are there core

which citizens demand justifications and explanations

elements or non-negotiables when it comes to social

from the state for the decisions and use of public

accountability? If so, what are they? Delegates also

resources. Social accountability is therefore focused on

debated Swaziland’s unique socio-economic and political

citizen monitoring and engagement of the State’s Public

landscape and whether it was possible to truly

Resource Management (PRM) framework.7 The PSAM also

4

exercise social accountability in a context that mostly
4

Citizen Voice and Action Programme, World Vision International,
http://www.wvi.org/article/citizen-voice-and-action
5Ibid; Social Accountability: Form of civic engagement that builds accountability
through the collective efforts of citizens and civil society organisations to hold
public officials, service providers and governments to account for their obligations
with responsive efforts (UNDP definition); World Vision presentation by A.
Newlands on Civic Voice and Action Programme, April 2014
http://ec.europa.eu/health/eu_world/docs/ev_20140410_co6_en.pdf

6

Ackerman, J. 2005. Social Accountability in the Public Sector: A Conceptual
Discussion, Social Development Papers: Participation and Civic Engagement Paper
No.82, World Bank.
7
The PSAM defines social accountability as follows: a) that every state is obliged to
justify and explain it decisions and actions in this regard to its citizens in its core
public resource management (PRM) documentation as a matter of course and to
take timely corrective action where weaknesses are identified b) that all citizens
have the right to demand these justifications and explanations from the State when
it fails to provide adequately and corrective action where required.
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argues that social accountability is a fundamental human

cultural environment.

right because public resources are essential for the

These contextual variables that influence social

realization of human rights and capabilities. The emphasis

accountability and context highlight the following key

or core of this definition of social accountability is i) citizen

points about social accountability: Firstly, at the forefront

engagement with the State on public goods and public

of operationalizing social accountability is understanding

resources as a right/entitlement and ii) the State’s

the formal and informal political power relations of the

obligation to provide justifications and explanations for

environment. Secondly, it is important to not only focus

decisions and use of public resources.

on the technical aspects or more formal institutional

The advantage of defining social accountability as a right,

designs. Finally, one must also understand the societal,

is

cultural and political set up in which social accountability

that

although

participation

tools

citizen
are

engagement
a

potentially

or

simple
powerful

interventions are being rolled out. For example, is there

accountability tool, they often not robust enough when it

political and social space to apply certain social

comes to the depth and nature of engagement with

accountability interventions such as budget/expenditure

officials obliging the state to account for collecting,

tracking or monitoring oversight?

distributing and managing resources.

Furthermore, it was clear from the debates and different

As advantageous as PSAM’s definition of social

perspectives emerging from the Learning Lab that the

accountability is, depending on the context, the language

State and/or civil society are not always homogenous,

of entitlement and demands may not be the best approach

often these institutions are made up of various factions

to achieving service delivery/policy outcomes. The best

with different political beliefs, ideals, agendas,

social accountability strategy will always depend on the

approaches/solutions to societal problems.

social and political context.

Therefore, there can be no best social accountability

Along with the growing popularity of the concept of social

practice blue print given the multiple layers of complex

accountability is the growing realisation that context is

variables and environments, rather it is better to explore

critical in the successes or failures and overall outcome of

the appropriate social accountability model for a given

social accountability interventions, actions and activities.

context as opposed to offering general blue print or best

Context refers to the multiple factors such as the internal

practice models. Having said that, it is, however,

and external environment and key role players that

important for all stakeholders to work towards expanding

contribute or play a part in the outcome of social

opportunities in the various political and social spaces to

accountability interventions either positively or negatively

make it possible for the application of a variety of social

(O’Meally). Underlying social or political processes can

accountability approaches.

explain why a particular action was effective or not
effective.
Accountability initiatives unfold within complex, and
unique specific social and political processes and it is these
complex contexts and processes that determine the
appropriate social accountability model/approach. It was
clear from WV’s presentations, as well as from the state
representatives of Swaziland, that WV’s CVA model was
better suited for Swaziland’s political, societal and

By Yeukai Mukorombindo
RLP Programme Officer
PSAM
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CONFERENCES & EVENTS
19 – 22 September
MAP health researcher, Thokozile Mtsolongo, took part in the Public Health Association of South Africa
Conference 2016 held in East London, Eastern Cape. The Conference theme: Achieving the Sustainable
Development Goals – Transforming Public Health Education and Practice. In her presentation (Health Systems
Governance in the Eastern Cape – An Analysis of Audit Findings), she engaged the audience with preliminary
research conducted on the audit outcomes of the Eastern Cape Department of Health as presented by the
Auditor General South Africa over two electoral cycles of 2004/5 to 2008/9 & 2009/10 to 2013/14. In particular,
the research interest covered debated not only the types of audit outcomes had by the ECDoH over a period
of ten years, but what these largely negative audit outcomes have portrayed about the state of governance of
the health system in the Eastern Cape context.

15 October
The PSAM co-organised an Education Roundtable with Equal Education (EE) and the Eastern Cape
Communication Forum (ECCF) held in Grahamstown. The Roundtable forms part of the Education Matters
project funded by the International Budget Partnership (IBP) and panelists included Jonathan Walton from
Black Sash, Cameron McConnachie from the Legal Resource Centre (LRC) and Monga Peter from the National
Association of School Governing Bodies (NASGB).
One of the key aims of the Education Matters project is to facilitate critical discussion around the topic of
education in the province amongst key actors. Participating organizations therefore had an opportunity to
discuss current projects and research activities. Joining the conversation were also Equalizers—secondary
school learners and recently matriculated volunteers who are members of EE.

Left: A diverse range of education stakeholders convened to share their work, research and ideas within the education sector.
Right: Roundtable organisers Zukiswa Kota (PSAM) and Chengetai Chikadaya (ECCF) report back in plenary on key discussion points and the ‘way
forward’ during the Education Roundtable.

8 – 9 November
The Partnership for Social Alliance (PSA) held its first regional stakeholder workshop in Johannesburg from the
8-9th of November. The consortium consisting of ActionAid, PSAM, ESAFF and SAfAIDS, with support from the
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), is seeking to improve public service delivery in
agriculture (food security), and health (HIV/AIDS, sexual and reproductive health and rights) by strengthening
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the oversight and social accountability roles of five key stakeholders in four countries in the SADC region
(Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania and Mozambique).
Five key stakeholders (elected members of parliament, national and regional parliamentary committees,
relevant government departments, civil society organisations (CSOs), smallholder farmer organisations and the
media) attended the first regional stakeholder workshop. The goal of the workshop was for the PSA consortium
to officially introduce the project to targeted stakeholders, as well as to consult stakeholders on the project’s
planned activities which consist of capacity building, learning, and collective action. At the core of the
consortium’s strategy is research, capacity building and application of the PSAM’s rights and evidence based
approach to social accountability monitoring. Gertrude Mugizi, PSAM’s Regional Learning Programme Manager
presented to the stakeholders the five inter-related processes of Public Resource Management (PRM):
planning and resource allocation; expenditure management; performance monitoring; public integrity; and
oversight which underpin the PSAM approach. The rights and evidence-based social accountability approach
was praised by stakeholders, particularly members of parliament who appreciated the alignment between the
PRM processes and their roles and responsibilities. There were, however, concerns regarding the use of a
rights-based approach in an African context, where often the language and concept of rights is often associated
with Western contexts.
Presentations by the regional organization SADC and government departments highlighted concerns regarding
the awareness and implementation of SADC protocols. Other challenges included, the lack of alignment
between SADC commitments, national policies and resource allocations. Most of the challenges were
attributed to lack of accountability due to SADC PF’s lack of powers to exercise oversight. The concept of
sovereignty which is particularly nurtured and protected by member states does not oblige member states to
adhere to the adoption and implementation of protocols at the national level.
Civil society, media and farmer organizations raised similar concerns regarding a lack of awareness,
consultation and reporting on regional commitments. These actors have resolved to work together at the
national level with the assistance of members of parliament to ensure there is accountability at the national
level in implementing SADC protocols on Health and Agriculture.
The workshop concluded with support and strong commitments from members of parliament to introduce the
PSA project and work with civic actors at the national level. Civic actors also committed to use PSAM’s COPSAM
website (www.copsam.com) as a platform to share and exchange key information reporting on the
implementation of national and regional commitments.

14 – 18 November
MAP health researcher, Thokozile Mtsolongo, prepared an e-poster presentation titled: Health Systems
Governance and Leadership in the Eastern Cape Province: An Analysis of Audit Findings, for the Fourth Global
Symposium on Health Systems Research hosted in Vancouver, Canada 14 - 18 November 2016. The conference
sought to bring together many facets of health systems research from the state or private sector, community
participation, climate change, interdisciplinary modelling, intellectual property or maternal and child health to
share the variety of thinking that can inform others while at the same time learn, build the field, and urgently
transform health systems for the future.
The overarching theme of the conference was titled: Resilient and Responsive health systems for a changing
world under which the following subthemes emerged:
1. Resilience: absorbing shocks and sustaining gains
2. Responsiveness: anticipating change, respecting rights and engaging politics
3. Health systems as incubators of innovation
4. Health systems are incubators of innovation
The conference hosted 2,062 delegates from 101 countries, and consisted of five days of 53 organised sessions,
248 oral presentations, 74 satellite and skills building sessions, 385 posters, and 155 e-posters.
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INITIATIVES
Ongoing 2016 - 2017:
In August 2016 members from partner organizations met in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe to reflect on their work todate. Participants shared insights about difficulties and opportunities of using monitoring, evaluation, and
learning (MEL) to improve social accountability practice. They also discussed ways to support the development,
implementation, and documentation of learning and ways forward. PSAM’s Regional Learning Programme
(RLP), with the support of its partners have decided to embark on a two-year ‘Pilot learning journey.’ An external
technical team is leading this journey with RLP’s community of practitioners who engage in systemic rightsbased social accountability work.
The Learning Pilot presents a very good opportunity to address the need and interest in generating valuable
knowledge across different contexts on why and how there is change and adaptation of the PSAM approach
and more importantly the Pilot will interrogate whether or how the changes/adaptation has contributed to
broader change processes such as service delivery/policy outcomes. The Pilot will aim to generate knowledge
that will be beneficial to the broader RLP and social accountability community as well as produce information
that will be of particular interest to the participating organization.
As exciting as this Pilot learning journey is, assessing service delivery outcomes is complex in itself and
identifying the adequate indicators and methods to gather data is not an easy task at all. The pilot will therefore
take into account the complexities brought about by the role of context, strategy and organizational structures
that influence adaptation in its project design and analyses.
Since Bulawayo, RLP’s technical team have received and analyzed expressions of interests from a number of
partners for whom it would be timely to join in the pilot exercise. The technical team will be conducting site
visits as of next year (2017). Once finalized, this project’s choices hope to empower RLP and its partners to
draw theoretically informed, bounded, practical political knowledge that can help them learn how to learn
consciously and proactively promote concrete social accountability-driven changes. The technical team will
also be blogging regularly on the COPSAM website (www.copsam.com) sharing insights about the process of
undertaking a learning journey to encourage discussion and participation of the broader social accountability
community.

Ongoing 2016 - 2017:
The International Budget Partnership’s (IBP) Open Budget Survey (OBS) is the world’s only independent,
comparable measure of budget transparency, participation, and oversight. The Open Budget Survey is
conducted through a collaborative research process in which IBP works with civil society researchers in over
100 countries over the course of 18 months. As part of the South African participation in the 2017 survey, the
Public Service Accountability Monitor has assigned two researchers to this project: health researcher, Thokozile
Mtsolongo, and human settlements researcher, Thoko Sipungu.

PSAM researchers, Thoko Sipungu (far left in the picture above) and Thokozile Mtsolongo (center of picture above) engage with colleagues
on the OBS research.
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For more information about the work that PSAM does, please contact us:
Physical Address:
16B Prince Alfred Street, Rhodes University, Grahamstown
Postal Address:
PO Box 94, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, 6140
Email : psam-admin@ru.ac.za
Tel : 046 603 8358
Fax : 046 603 7578
Website: www.psam.org.za
Connect with us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/publicserviceaccountabilitymonitor
Find us on Twitter: @Right_to_SAM

